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Shear fragmentation of unstable flux flow
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When free flux flow is pushed beyond its instability, the homogeneous flow becomes spatially distorted
leading to a new class of dynamic phases with steps in resistivity. At high-flux densitiesB, the relatively
incompressible vortex matter fragments into domains of constant shear curvature, leading to a horizontal-
sawtooth-shaped current-voltage characteristic. Measurements on Y1Ba2Cu3O72d films confirm this behavior
and are quantitatively consistent with the model, which has no adjustable parameters.
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In a type-II superconductor, a magnetic fieldH above the
lower critical valueHc1 introduces flux vortices containin
an elementary quantum of fluxFo5hc/2e. A transport cur-
rent densityj exerts a Lorentz driving forceFL5 j3Fo /c on
the vortices and the motion is opposed by a viscous d
Fd5hv, whereh is the coefficient of viscosity andv is the
vortex velocity. The system under study consists of a su
conducting film in a perpendicular applied flux densityB

along ẑ, with j and the electric fieldE5vB/c along ŷ in the
plane of the film. The transverse component ofE is negli-
gible for this discussion andv is predominantly alongx̂. ~All
equations are expressed in the Gaussian-cgs system an
perimental quantities in practical units. Forces are defi
per unit length per vortex except where noted otherwise. M
terial parameters refer to Y1Ba2Cu3O72d and are taken from
standard references.1!

Repulsive interactions between the vortices tend to a
them into a uniform lattice and deviations from this latti
give rise to elastic forces. For our experimental geometry,
elastic forces per area on a plane of vortices by its neigh
ing planes are completely specified by the compressional
shear stresses:

Xx5c11S ]u

]xD
with

c115
B2

2p~kd1l2k2!
, ~1!

Xy5c66S ]u

]yD
with

c665
F0B

64p2l2
, ~2!

where c11 and c66 are the bulk and shear moduli
respectively,2,3 l is the magnetic penetration depth in theab
plane,d is the film thickness, andu is a displacement from
equilibrium in the x̂ direction; the stress and elastic-tens
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coefficients have the standard meaning and the coordi
system moves with the local vortex velocity of the doma
In this work, pinning forcesFp are negligible~becauseFL
@Fp) and the steady-state motion reflects a balance betw
Fd , FL , andFe ~the net elastic force!: j F0 /c1Fe5hv. At
low dissipation levelsh'F0Hc2 /rn5const andFe50, re-
sulting in free flux flow and an Ohmic response.

At high vortex velocities,h decreases leading to a neg
tive differential conductivity and unstable motion. Figure
suggests a qualitative picture of how the drag force mi
vary with velocity. The initial positive slope~‘‘A’’ ! at low v
represents free flux flow. With increasing velocity, the ele
tronic distribution function and/or electronic temperature b
comes altered, causingh to diminish. The drag peaks at ‘‘B’’
and beyond this~‘‘C’’ ! the slope is negative~the mechanism
for the reduction ofh with v is described elsewhere4!. The
drag rises again whenv reaches some limiting value such a
v`;j/tD , where j51.5 nm is the coherence length an
tD5\/pD'1.8310214 s is the order-parameter relaxatio
time.

The drag function of Fig. 1 represents aprimitive j(E)
curve, which the current densityj 5chv/F0 ~for Fe50)
would follow for a hypothetical ensemble of uniformly a
ranged vortices with no elastic forces. The actualmacro-
scopic j(E) response will not follow this behavior: Upo
encountering a negative slope, the vortex matter will beco

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for the variation of the drag for
Fd5vh(v). The Lorentz driving forceFL[ j F0 /c equalsFd for a
perfectly crystalline vortex distribution~up to ‘‘B’’ !. At ‘‘B’’ the
current density attains its peak valuej * 5cFd1 /F0. Beyond ‘‘B,’’
unstable dynamics destroy spatial uniformity and lead to a non
nishing net elastic forceFe5Fd2FL . Now vortices in differing
elastic environments travel at unequal velocities on either posi
slope ‘‘A–B’’ or ‘‘D–E.’’ The upturn at ‘‘D’’ arises upon reaching
some limiting velocityv`&j/tD and ‘‘E’’ is reached when the
sample is driven normal.
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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unstable and spatially distorted, so that vortices will trave
different velocities across regions of the sample with uneq
elastic environments. This leads to a new class of dyna
phases in rapidly moving vortex matter. The range of sta
vortex velocities lies on the positive slopes ‘‘A–B’’ and ‘‘D–
E’’ in Fig. 1

In earlier work5 we had explained descending-stairca
j (E) patterns in terms of compressional domains of redu
B. At low flux densities (;1 T) and intermediate tempera
tures (;Tc/2)—where such staircase patterns were m
prominent—the Lorentz driving forceFL /area5 j F0 /ca
545 000 dy/cm2 ~with j ;107 A/cm2 and a5A2Fo /A3B
549 nm for the vortex-lattice spacing! is stronger than the
scale of compressional stressXx522 000 dy/cm2 @from Eq.
~1!, taking l(0)5140 nm, l(T)5l(0)(12T/Tc)

21/2,
]u/]x;1, k;2p/a, and d590 nm#, permitting compres-
sional modulations. The present work focuses on the higB
low-T regime where conditions are unfavorable for compr
sional strains~at 14 T,FL /area5167 000 dy/cm2 is weaker
thanXx5636 000 dyn/cm2). This leads to a completely dif
ferent scenario from Ref. 5: Here the vortex matter fragme
into transverse domains of unequal velocity stabilized by
ferential shear, as shown in Fig. 2 This idea will now
developed quantitatively.

Figure 2~a! shows a closeup view of shear strains in su
cessivex̂-ẑ planes of vortices. For small strains, the net str
on the central plane from the vortices in the left and rig
planes isXy,net5c66(aA3/2)(]2u/]y2); the factor ofA3/2
accounts for a triangular latice. Note that the stress-st
relationship of Eq. ~2! is valid only for small strains
u!a. The actual stress reaches a maximum whenu'a/4
and vanishes atu5a/2 ~when vortices of the centra
plane align between vortices of the left plane!. For large
shear strains, Eq. ~2! can be generalized toXy

5(c66/A3p)sin(A3p]u/]y), which has the required peri
odicity in u. This gives the net force per unit lengthFe

5(a2c66/2p)]@sin(A3p]u/]y)#/]y, and from which the
force balance equation betweenFe , Fd , andFL is:

S F0
2

64A3p3l2D ]

]y FsinSA3p
]u

]yD G5vh2
j F0

c
. ~3!

Any region of the system whereFdÞFL will become elasti-
cally strained to make up the force difference. The seque

FIG. 2. ~a! Vortex displacements of successive planes of vo
ces. A net elastic force results when there are unequal strains o
left and right sides~as shown!, i.e., when]2u/]y2Þ0. ~b! Vortex
positions calculated from Eq.~5! ~with b50.2) showing a shea
domain in which a higher velocityv2, and consequent lower dra
(Fd2 in Fig. 1!, is balanced by the extra elastic force.~A square
lattice is shown for easier visualization but the equations in the
reflect the parameters for a triangular lattice.!
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of events is as follows: Referring to Fig. 1, as the elect
field across the system is increased from zero, the vo
matter remains uniform up to point ‘‘B’’ and all vortice
move with the velocityv5cE/B. Whenv slightly exceeds
v* , a fluctuation will cause an entire plane of vortices to
accelerated to a velocityv2'v` , where stability is regained
upon encountering the positive slope at ‘‘D.’’ This fast
moving plane will drag with it a finite-sized domain~of
width W! as shown in Fig. 2~b!, such that the relative shea
displacements between adjacent planes satisfy Eq.~3!. ~The
strongc66 at low T and highB facilitates a wide shear do
main. At higherT, c66 weakens and the steps peter out, as
borne out by the data below.! There is a disproportionately
large voltage dropV25v`BW/c across the shear domain
reducingE in the bulk of the sample: The velocityv1 in the
bulk therefore drops belowv* to the region below ‘‘B’’ in
Fig. 1. As the appliedE is increased further, the vortex ma
ter again reaches point ‘‘B’’ and a new shear domain
nucleated. The oscillatory excursions of the bulk vortex m
ter on the slope ‘‘A–B’’~Fig. 1! lead to steps in thej (E).
Since B remains constant everywhere in this process,
macroscopic j (E) curve will have a horizontal-sawtoot
shape, with steps of width~noting that 1 km/s;v* !v`

;100 km/s)

dE5~v`2v* !WB/ lc'v`WB/ lc, ~4!

wherel is the length of the sample.
We now calculate the shape and size of the shear dom

and hence theW that goes into the previous equations.
straightforward integration of Eq.~3! gives the function for
the shear displacementu versusy, the position along the
length of the sample:

u52~z sin21z1A12z221!/~A3pb!, ~5!

where z5by and b52p( j F0 /c2vh)/(a2c66)
'2pF0 j * /(ca2c66) ~see Fig. 1!. Figure 2~b! shows the con-
sequent arrangement of vortices plotted according to Eq.~5!.
The continuous negative shear curvature defined by Eq.~3!
leads to a curved locus withinuzu5ubyu<1. Outside z
561, Eq. ~5! has no solution and the domain terminate
Physically, as one moves away from the domain center@see
Fig. 2~b!# the downward displacement of each subsequ
vortex plane gets larger and larger to provide a net dow
ward force on the preceding vortex plane to balance the d
cit betweenFL andFd @right-hand side of Eq.~3!#. However,
once the differential displacementdu between neighboring
planes reaches a quarter of a lattice spacing, the force ca
increase any further and slippage occurs—demarcating
domain boundary. The lateral size of the shear domain is t
W52uymaxu52/b:

W'
ca2c66

p j * F0

5
cF0

32A3p3 j * l2
~6!

and the horizontal width of thej (E) steps is@combining Eqs.
~4! and ~6!#
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dE'
v`F0B

32A3p3l j * l2
;

jDF0B

32A3\p2l j * l2
. ~7!

We now turn to the experimental details and resu
The samples are c-axis-oriented epitaxial films o
Y1Ba2Cu3O72d on ~100! LaAlO3 substrates withTc’s
around 90 K and thicknessd'90 nm. Electron-beam lithog
raphy was used to pattern bridges of widthw'5 mm and
length l'90 mm. Three samples were studied carefully
the high-B and low-T regime to confirm the ubiquitous ob
servation of the sawtooth-shaped step structures in thej (E)
curve in every case forB*10 T andT&30 K. ~Altogether
the instability and various types of step structures were s
ied in 10 samples, at 12 temperatures: 1.6, 2.2, 6, 7, 8,
20, 27, 35, 42, 50, and 80 K and at 13 flux densities: 0.1,
0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 10, 11, 13, 13.5, 13.8, 14, and 15.8 T. Due
lack of space a comprehensive presentation of the data
tematics, along with a discussion of the full complement
effects occurring in high-velocity flux motion, will be de
ferred to a future review article.! The electrical transpor
measurements were made with a constant-voltage pu
source, preamplifier circuitry, and a digital storage oscil
scope. The pulse rise times are about 100 ns with a d
cycle of about 1 ppm. Eachj (E) curve typically consists of
1000 separate data points and each point is an averag
several hundred pulses, so that a single curve takes ab
week to measure. The observed steps are perfectly repro
ible and without hysteresis with respect toj (E) being mea-
sured in increasing or decreasingE. This was checked exten
sively and Fig. 3~a! shows the 27-K data as one su
‘‘double’’ trace. The effective thermal resistances are of
order of a few nK cm3/W. Note that thej values in the ex-
periment are an order-of-magnitude lower than the depai
current density6 and the applied flux densities exceed t
self-field of the current by at least two orders of magnitu
Further details about the experimental techniques are
cussed elsewhere.7,8

FIG. 3. Experimentalj (E) curves for two samples, showin
horizontal-sawtooth-like shapes characteristic of shear fragme
tion, favored at high values ofB. The first peak arises from a vorte
instability. Subsequent steps arise from the nucleation of shear
mains.~a! Sample X/L3 atB511 T and variousT. With increasing
T, the vortex instability softens and the steps wash out.~b! Sample
D/L at T56 K and variousB. With increasingB and thec11/c66

ratio, the steps evolve from a complicated pattern~mixed-mode
fragmentation! to a more regular horizontal-sawtooth pattern~shear
fragmentation!. At E*250 V/cm, there is a switch in behavior to
descending-staircase shape, with all curves tending to converg
gether~characteristic of compressional distortions!.
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Figure 3 shows experimentalj (E) curves for two samples
showing horizontal-sawtooth-like shapes characteristic
shear fragmentation. The first peaks in the data curves co
spond to point ‘‘B’’ on the primitive curve~Fig. 1! and arise
from a vortex instability.4,9 Subsequent steps arise from th
nucleation of shear domains. Figure 3~a! shows one sample
~X/L3! at a fixedB(511 T) and variousT. With increasing
T, the vortex instability softens and the steps wash out. F
ure 3~b! shows another sample~D/L! at a fixed low T
(56 K) and variousB. With increasingB and thec11/c66
ratio, the steps evolve from a complicated pattern~mixed-
mode fragmentation! to a more regular horizontal-sawtoot
pattern ~shear fragmentation!. The data in Fig. 3~b! were
measured with newer, more advanced electronics and
extend to much higher electric fields. AtE;250 V/cm,
there is a new feature corresponding to a sharp switch
behavior to a descending-staircase shape, with all cu
converging together ~characteristic of compressiona
distortions5!. This transition may signify a melting of the
vortex lattice and an abrupt drop inc66.

Figure 4~a! shows a set of experimentalj (E) curves that
examines more closely the low-T high-B regime ruled by
shear fragmentation. The data show conspicuous sawt
j (E) patterns followed by the abrupt transition atE
;250 V/cm. The slightly upward trend of the sawtooth po
tion ~exaggerated by the expandedy axis! and extra fine
structure could be caused by speed-of-sound effects,10 a
slight shift in the instability break point with increasingE,11

and higher-order elastic corrections.
We now compare these observations with the model.

serting the typical j * ;93106 MA/cm2, j51.5 nm, D
519 meV, B5140 000 g, andl5140 nm into Eq.~7!
gives dE515 V/cm. This is comparable to the experime
tally observed step width ofdE;25 V/cm. From this calcu-
lated dE515 V/cm, one can construct the entirej (E) be-
havior as shown in Fig. 4~b!. The symbols show the
primitive part (j < j * , E<E* ) of the 8-K, 14-T experimen-

ta-

o-

to-

FIG. 4. ~a! Experimental j (E) curves for sample D/L at the
lowest-T values and highestB(514 T), where shear fragmentatio
is most favorable, showing conspicuous sawtoothlike patterns.
data also show clearly the sharp transition in behavior from a s
tooth to a descending-staircase pattern at aroundE;250 V/cm,
where the elastic moduli collapse due to a rise in the electro
temperatureT8. ~b! Theoretically calculatedj (E) characteristic
based on the shear-domain model presented in the text. The m
has no adjustable parameters. The vertical and horizontal size
the steps are of comparable magnitudes to the experimental va
The bold downward arrow indicates the calculatedE where T8
reachesTc . Melting occurs at a value ofE below this upper limit.
5-3
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tal data @from Fig. 4~a!#. The solid line is the theoretica
curve generated by retracing the segment betweenj 2 and j *
with successive offsets ofdE along theE axis. As explained
earlier, this portion ofj (E) is retraced each time a new she
domain is nucleated and the electric field in the bulk vor
matter is reduced by the amountdE. Note that the size of the
steps along both axes is comparable to the experime
steps.

Finally we address the precipitous drop inj (E) observed
around E;250 V/cm followed by the switch to a
descending-staircase pattern: As the appliedE is increased,
the electronic temperatureT8 rises above the lattice phono
temperatureTp , which in turn rises above the bath temper
ture T0 ~a detailed discussion of these nonequilibrium sh
and the role of a nonthermal distribution function is giv
elsewhere.4,9,11! When T8 rises to the vicinity ofTc , the
vortex lattice melts and loses its shear modulus.3 To obtain
an order-of-magnitude estimate of thisE, the nonequilibrium
energy rise of the electronic system above the phonon t
perature can be approximated byde; jEte , wherete is an
average electron-phonon energy relaxation time. Since
start fromT!Tc and heat the electrons to close toTc , de
;Hc

2/8p, where the right-hand side expression is the co
densation energy andHc is the thermodynamic critical field
Taking Hc512 000 Oe, j ;93106 MA/cm2, and te
/

t
c
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;10210 s ~Ref. 4!, gives the upper boundE;600 V/cm
@shown by the large arrow in Fig. 4~b!#, which is consistent
with the observed value ofE;250 V/cm.

In conclusion we have investigated a new regime
strongly driven flux flow at high-flux densities, where th
flux seems to fragment into shear domains beyond the l
temperature instability, causing sawtoothlike steps in
j (E) curve. The experiment explores unprecedented va
of power density (.33109 W/cm3) and electric field
(.400 V/cm), where a second transition is observed,
yond which the behavior switches to a descending-stairc
pattern. Our estimated spatial scale of the elastic dom
and consequent size of thej (E) steps are consistent with th
observations. We hope our study will encourage detailed
oretical work of these new dynamic phases that form in
stable flux flow. Besides their fundamental interest, the
ticipation and full understanding of such regimes, where
resistivity rises catastrophically, is relevant to the therm
stability of practical conductors.
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